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‘Having been at the centre of a major corporation’s reputational meltdown,

I find Pownall’s insightful and practical understanding into the role of the

web and social media, in portraying how a company is perceived by the

outside world, a ‘must-read’ not only for those involved in corporate PR,

but for any manager or director who cares about their organisation.’

— Michael Woodford MBE, Former CEO, Olympus Corporation, and

Whistleblower

‘In an unpredictable and interconnected world, Managing Online Reputation

is a ‘must-read’ for any business leader concerned with the critical

issue of corporate reputation. With impeccable credentials in this field,

Charlie Pownall provides valuable insights and practical guidance on how

organizations can protect and defend their reputations in the social age.’

— Stephen Thomas, Group Head of Corporate Communications, AIA Group

‘Charlie Pownall puts together an invaluable collection of insights and

learnings into the strange new world of social media. A good survival guide

for PR and communications practitioners navigating their way through the

tumultuous landscape.’

— May Wong, General Manager, Corporate Relations, MTR Corporation

‘Managing Online Reputation cuts through the digital and social hype to

provide compelling and incisive insights into the risks of the social web,

and sets out a no nonsense, jargon free, practical playbook for dealing

with online attacks by irate customers, activists and others. A ‘must-read’

for anyone and everyone looking to understand how to protect their no.1

asset— their reputation— today.’

— Matthew Stafford, Cabinet Secretary, Government of Australia

‘Charlie Pownall’s take on how to counter reputational threats is readable

and wise. Managing Online Reputation is The Art of Reputation for the

digital age.’

— Keith Schilling, Chairman, Schillings, the worldwide reputation and privacy

consultancy

‘Guaranteed to generate a lively debate, Charlie Pownall’s book provides

both provocative and practical strategies to mitigate online reputational

risks. At present, this topic is widely misunderstood. This book does more

than any other on the market today to clarify the issues and shine a light on

the ways forward.’

— Leesa Soloudre, Managing Partner, RL Expert Group; Research Fellow, TIAS

School for Business and Society
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Social and

Environmental Threats



In September 2011, not long after receiving USD 45 billion in US

government bailout funds and two days before controls on debit

transaction fees in the US were about to take effect, a memo

disclosing that Bank of America (BoA) was on the verge of slamming a monthly charge of USD 5 on its local debit card customers

was leaked to the Wall Street Journal. The news led to a huge

outcry, prompting a number of newspapers to advise their readers

to switch to better alternatives and to two back-to-back online

campaigns organized by irate customers that culminated in an

estimated 600,000 people transferring around USD 4.5 billion

from BoA and its main street retail counterparts to community and

credit unions.1



37



The backlash against Bank of America is noteworthy as it shows

four ways societal issues and the social web are intersecting to

make companies (and governments) more vulnerable: the emergence of activism as a mainstream activity; the transformation

of activist organizations into more diffuse, amorphous networks; much less predictable lines of attack; and activists’ ability

to cause significant damage to an institution’s core interests and

reputation.
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Online activism is the new opium of the people

Once operating largely in the margins of society, non-governmental

organizations (NGOs) of different kinds have become increasingly

numerous and widely accepted. According to Wikipedia there are

an estimated 1.5 million NGOs in the US, in India there were an

estimated 2 million in 2009.2 While many remain local, organizations such as Amnesty International, Greenpeace, Oxfam, and the

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) have expanded internationally and

become increasingly powerful, holding governments across the

world to account through what former US Assistant Secretary of

State and Harvard University Professor Joseph Nye terms “soft

power.” They are also highly trusted. Public relations firm Edelman’s

annual Trust Barometers indicate NGOs are significantly more

trusted than business, the media, or government both by the general public and “informed publics.”

The rise of NGOs and the trust accorded them is remarkable when

you consider that the great majority have little money and are constantly forced to raise funds and prove their worth. Which is where

the social web comes in. In an interview for this book, former WWF

Singapore Communications Director Sourav Roy argued that “social

media has completely changed the game, meaning we can communicate direct with the general public, which can vote immediately

with their wallets. The stakes have become dramatically higher.”3

Examples of established pressure groups using the internet to force

change are legion. A recent example: in 2013, Mars, Mondelez

International, and Nestlé, which together account for 40% of the

world’s chocolate market, succumbed to pressure about unequal

pay for women working for their suppliers in four countries in

response to an online campaign coordinated by Oxfam under the

banner of its “Behind the Brands” program. The campaign was supported by over 100,000 people worldwide.
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However official NGOs and pressure groups had little to do with

the campaigns mentioned earlier against Bank of America and the

US retail banking industry. Molly Katchpole, a 22-year-old graduate student, part-time nanny, and BoA customer, led the charge by

starting an online petition on Change.org arguing the fee was “outrageous” and calling on CEO Brian Moynihan to reverse his decision. Within a month over 300,000 people had signed up, 21,000

customers had closed their checking accounts, and the bewildered

bank had retracted the charge. Meantime Kristen Christian,

a 27-year-old LA-based art gallery owner and BoA customer

organized “Bank Transfer Day,” an online campaign encouraging

people to move their funds from major banks to credit unions by

November 5 (coinciding with Guy Fawkes Day/Night). Launching

her campaign on Facebook, Christian quickly amassed over 80,000

supporters and is seen to have played an important role in persuading thousands of people to shift their money.

O N L I N E

T H E



P E T I T I O N S :



N E W



I N S T A N T



D E M O C R A C Y ?



Signing one’s name to a cause on an online petition site

is now a mainstream activity and covers just about every

aspect of life, from environmental protection and human

rights to tax avoidance, fair pricing, and the provision

of local services. As I write this book, the petition that

has garnered the most signatures (over 2.2 million) on

online petition site Change.org was an attempt to persuade Florida’s Attorney General to prosecute the killer of

Trayvon Martin, the 17-year-old African American fatally

shot by notorious local neighborhood watch volunteer

George Zimmermann. 170,000 people have signed a

petition asking British Airways to stop selling trips to
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SeaWorld in Florida due to the fact that it holds orcas captive for entertainment, 152,000 Canadians are lobbying

Canada Post not to stop home mail deliveries, and over

365,000 people are pressuring US Congress to revoke

the tax-exempt status of the National Football League. In

the UK, an ongoing appeal for the Royal Mail to pay the

pension of a deceased former employee has the support

of 121,000 people, and 303,000 people are behind a petition to remove a Sun newspaper columnist for calling

Mediterranean migrants “feral.” Meantime in Hong Kong

petitions are critical of a local bus company’s new policy

on folding strollers (483 supporters), another calls for

another bus company to increase the frequency of one of

its services (118 supporters) and someone is calling for the

local authority to recycle waste responsibly (84 supporters).

Why bother complaining to the powers that be, which are

unlikely to take much notice anyway, when you can easily

take to sites like Change.org and potentially have your way

through pure force of numbers?



Katchpole and Christian’s actions are by no means isolated. Fed up

with large institutions and able to bypass formal pressure groups,

startling numbers of people are now using the social web to take

direct action themselves against their bank, local factory, or government. Change.org, which describes itself as “the world’s platform for change” counts over 77 million members in 196 countries

(62% of which are women) and sees some 700 petitions started

every day. Avaaz boasts over 35 million members in 194 countries.

There is hardly a day when I am not invited to support some cause

or other through Facebook. Thanks to social media, activism, once

limited to students, tree huggers, and political dissidents, is now
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the opium of suburban housewives and white collar workers across

the world.



The emergence of amorphous activist networks

Until recently companies likely knew which groups were squaring

up against them, whether or not they were likely to join forces,

and had a decent idea of what was in store if they refused to

meet their demands. With the number of pressure groups multiplying at dizzying rates, expanding across the world and disgruntled customers or hobbyist supply chain experts able to click Like

or start a petition at the click of a button, it is now more difficult

to know who is out to get you, what form their attacks will take,

and whether their demands will strike a nerve and draw the

attention of professional activists or the media, or be met with a

resounding silence.

For example, in late 2011 Bank of America would have had

good reason to have been more worried about the Occupy Wall

Street movement then protesting against social and economic

inequality and camped out in lower Manhattan than the prospect of two of its customers taking it on themselves to encourage a mass exodus of its funds. Like Molly Katchpole, Kirsten

Christian operated independently and came up with the idea

of Bank Transfer Day on her own. But she was able to take

advantage of existing links she had with the Occupy movements in LA, San Francisco, and Portland to get early traction,

encouraging them to mention her campaign on their timelines,

post links to Occupy-related Facebook pages, and to download

and print the fliers she had produced. Within days Christian’s

campaign Facebook page had thousands of followers. But the

success she had persuading tens of thousands of people beyond

the Occupy movement to sign up and to move their money
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was almost certainly partly due to the fact that the campaign

was seen to have been born out of personal disenchantment

and was not seen as directly associated with Occupy, giving it

greater credibility in many people’s eyes.

In another example, in 2008 a storm erupted over Nike’s 10-year,

USD 1.3 million deal with local authorities in Tokyo to rename

Miyashita Park, which had fallen into disrepair, as Miyashita Nike

Park. In return Nike was to pay for the park’s upgrade and install

two new climbing walls and a skateboarding area. However the

plan, which had been negotiated behind closed doors with the

local authorities, saw dozens of homeless people displaced and

surfaced concerns about the perceived commercialization of public

spaces, prompting a coalition of homeless support groups, artists,

and anti-Nike activists to come together under the banner the

Coalition to Protect Miyashita Park from Becoming Nike Park.

Protests were organized and Nike’s flagship store in the middle

of Tokyo was picketed. But the heat was not limited to Tokyo or

even Japan – activists from many other countries used the fracas

to accuse the footwear company of slavery and low pay amongst

suppliers and alleged discrimination against black employees, further stoking an already heated situation and piquing the interest of

the world’s media. Protests spread to other Nike stores around the

world. Eventually Nike and the local authorities in Tokyo decided

not to go ahead with the renaming program.

In both cases people operating outside “conventional” activist

structures initiated the protests, making it far harder for BoA

and Nike to know exactly where pressure would come from

and what form it would take. Today it is best not to think of

activists solely in terms of big-name pressure groups like Oxfam

or Greenpeace but as coalitions of the willing and able, whose

ranks and shape constantly chop and change as interest swells

and recedes.
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Less predictable lines of attack

As a rule of thumb the higher the profile an organization, the more

widely it is seen to be unfairly protected by government or other

vested interests, or the more it is seen to be actively engaged in

controversial activities, the more likely it is to be taken on by activists. But with limited resources and facing increased competition

for funds and the general public’s attention, even the best known

and most global campaign groups have to focus their fire and

harness their resources efficiently. Accordingly they are constantly

looking for new and imaginative ways of cutting through the clutter and getting their point of view across.

To date the principal targets have mostly been corporate brands –

Nike as a company, rather than its sneakers or accessories, BP as

a whole instead of its acetyls or petrochemicals businesses. And as

we have seen with Nike and Bank of America, some notable scalps

have been taken. However activists have also come to realize that

consumers and the general public often know more about and have

a deeper bond with products and brands than with corporations,

that they love their Nike Air Maxes more than Nike itself, and are

therefore a powerful tool whereby their owners can be taken to

task.

Greenpeace’s attack on Nestlé over its use palm oil is a good example of

this new approach. In March 2010, the environmental campaign group

launched a report claiming to show definitive proof of widespread

deforestation of Indonesian rain forest for palm oil production. The

multi-country campaign kicked off with activists dressed as orangutans

clambering over Nestlé offices and was accompanied by a slick, highly

emotive online campaign centered on KitKat Killer, a mock video

advert featuring an office worker biting into a chocolate finger that

spews blood over his keyboard. The reason KitKat was targeted was

because one of its ingredients is palm oil; KitKat also happens to be
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one of Nestlé’s most visible and global brands. Massive media coverage ensured and over 1.5 million people viewed the video, thousands

of negative comments were posted to the firm’s Facebook page, and

over 200,000 emails were sent to the company. The incident resulted

in the Swiss firm partnering with the Forest Trust to achieve “zero

deforestation” by 2015. “Targeting brands,” Greenpeace has said, “was

like discovering gunpowder for environmentalists.”

Another area of focus is supply chains: images of child labor or

rotting factories in China or Bangladesh are a well-established

weak link that can be used to force a guilty party to the negotiating table. Activists also know supply chains are vulnerable as they

are difficult to manage effectively. As it happens the management

of Nestlé had been working closely with NGOs such as the WWF

(via the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil) for several years, had

already set itself the target of sourcing 100% sustainable palm oil by

2015, and was on course to hit 50% by the end of 2011. However

the Swiss firm was little more than collateral damage: Greenpeace’s

principal target was in fact Sinar Mas, a low-profile, Indonesia-based,

Singapore-listed palm oil supplier seen to be at the center of the

deforestation. Nestlé was forced to sever its ties with the Indonesian

company, which subsequently lost several other palm oil contracts.

Business partners are also being targeted, especially when they are

high profile and are seen to have an emotional connection with

consumers. In July 2014, Greenpeace launched an online campaign

pressuring Danish toymaker Lego to stop selling Shell-branded

Lego sets at petrol stations in 33 countries. The campaign took the

form of a video parody of the song “Everything is Awesome” from

The Lego Movie in which a pristine Arctic scene is transformed into

an oil-drenched nightmare, ending with the tagline “Shell is polluting our kids’ imaginations.” Cleverly promoted through a multi-lingual website and using the #BlockShell hashtag, the video has now

been viewed over 7 million times and the campaign has attracted
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over 970,000 online signatures. Lego has a very strong relationship

with kids and young adults, making it a tempting target for the

likes of Greenpeace when the toymaker is in bed with a company

like Shell. But Greenpeace’s real target was Shell; like Nestlé, Lego

was mere collateral damage. In October 2014, Lego ended its partnership with the oil giant.

With small pressure groups and individuals also in on the act,

companies and governments face many more potential lines of

attack and social media is the weapon of choice. Global, viral,

and cheap relative to conventional advertising and direct marketing, activists are deliberately exploiting the fact that in an

increasingly global and commoditized marketplace companies are

actively marketing themselves using social networks, hashtags,

crowdsourcing, and other forms of open-ended “engagement”.

They also frequently delegate the management of their social

media profiles to juniors and interns, leaving themselves highly

exposed to low-level attrition warfare, surgical strikes, and largescale incursions.

Large-scale incursions. In order to get their message across

effectively, activists understand they need to create campaigns

that get people talking about the issues and taking action. Like

any good marketing program this requires good timing, a powerful central idea and compelling content. In an email interview

for this book, digital activist turned social media consultant Tom

Liacas cites Greenpeace as “by far and away the leader in digital

pressure tactics” and highlighted its

masterful use of social media to bring certain corporate players into

very uncomfortable positions. They have excelled at storytelling

(rendering a complex issue through a simple but gripping narrative), packaging (using high quality videos and images to communicate their cause) and content marketing (leveraging their content

through their vast networks and often achieving true viral reach).
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Greenpeace’s assault on Nestlé over its use of palm oil is often

regarded as the gold standard for internet activism. Like other

activists, Greenpeace had long been using websites, video,

and email to make its point. But against Nestlé it stepped up

a level by producing the memorable and meaningful KitKat

Killer video that directly connected the issue of deforestation

with consumer purchasing and ensuring its production values

were as strong as something produced by a top tier professional

advertising agency. It also produced a series of campaign websites, each localized for different markets, and provided a series

of badges that could be downloaded and used to show support.

Furthermore supporters were encouraged to take to Nestlé’s

social media profiles and to Twitter to highlight the issue, and

in Germany a wall of tweets mentioning palm oil and Nestlé

streamed live for days from a truck parked on a public road outside the food giant’s local headquarters in Frankfurt, providing a

powerful visual backdrop for journalists covering the story.

Greenpeace is also a master at using parodies and hoaxes to gain

attention. In July 2012 Greenpeace and agitprop duo The Yes Men

combined to create Arctic Ready, a campaign intended to highlight

Shell’s activities in the Arctic, at the center of which was a near

carbon copy of the oil firm’s Let’s Go global advertising campaign

and corporate website. Only the site replaced Shell’s somewhat

dry, corporate, voice with one exclaiming it’s excitement about the

prospect of drilling in the Arctic and encouraging people to actively

support its plans in the region. The activists also ran a contest

whereby people could create their own adverts over Shell-branded

wildlife photographs, with the winning entry published as a real

ad on a Houston freeway. Arctic Ready was described as “a new

landmark in the history of hoaxes” by the Poynter Institute.4 We’ll

explore how Shell responded to Arctic Ready in Chapter 10.

KitKat Killer and Artic Ready were also notable for the degree to

which they deliberately flouted Nestlé and Shell’s intellectual
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property. The KitKat logo had been altered to read Killer and supporters encouraged to use it in place of their personal profile photographs and in their online comments, prompting the Swiss firm

to threaten fans of its Facebook page that their comments would

be deleted if the altered logos were included. And Greenpeace blatantly re-used Shell’s logo and artwork during its Artic Ready campaign, setting up a fake website and several social media profiles in

the oil company’s name. In both cases Greenpeace’s victims were

being deliberately provoked into making a foolish or disproportionate response that could then be used against them in the broader

battle for public opinion.

Low-level attrition warfare. Creative campaigns may be a

good way to get the public’s attention but the everyday reality of

activism is that it can take months and years to get people thinking

and behaving differently. Greenpeace’s campaign against palm oil

had been going on for years before it found what it believed to be

incontrovertible evidence of systematic deforestation in Indonesia.

The campaign to stop Shell and other oil firms from drilling in the

Arctic has also been a long haul for Greenpeace and other environmental pressure groups. Persuading citizens to stop smoking is a

never-ending exercise.

Activists can gain some attention by providing a useful store of

materials that people can read, share, and use, and by making

sure these are visible on search engines and social media. For

example, the WWF uses a constructive, educational approach

to raising awareness about the consumption of shark fin that

focuses primarily on spelling out the benefits of eating sustainable seafood. Its website contains FAQs, leaflets, and a downloadable Seafood Guide and encourages restaurants and hotels

to offer “ocean-friendly” and “Alternative Shark-Free Menus”

featuring seaweed extract and other materials of a similar texture (texture being important in Chinese cuisine) and publishes

a list of hotels, restaurants, and other organizations that have
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pledged not to offer or consume shark fin. And it uses the social

web and hashtags such as #saynotosharksfin and #SOsharks to

regularly remind people of the campaign, to highlight latest

milestones, and to urge its supporters to take action. The campaign has been remarkably effective, with shark fin imports to

Hong Kong, the industry’s ground zero, plunging by 30%, and

exports from the former British colony to China collapsing by

90% between 2012 and 2013.5 But it had taken years of painstaking work to achieve this.

Surgical strikes. The fact that companies are actively using

the social web to market themselves has opened a wealth of

opportunities for activists to poke fun and make their case in a

very public setting. Unless they are properly protected, it is far

from difficult to hijack a company’s social media profiles, something that has been done many times by activists. However

a hijacked profile can be restored quickly; more damaging is

when activists commandeer your latest marketing program or

campaign to get their message across. Activists played a role

in derailing Qantas’ #QantasLuxury campaign ; McDonald’s

attempt to get people in the US talking positively about its

Happy Meals by paying to promote the #McDstories hashtag

on Twitter6 quickly became a touch paper for critics’ and activists’ concerns about the quality of its products. And the restaurant chain’s #CheerstoSochi campaign encouraging people to

celebrate the 2014 Winter Olympics (and its own sponsorship

of the Games) was taken over by LGBT activists protesting a

federal law in Russia banning “homosexual propaganda,” leading to acres of negative media coverage.7 Such opportunistic,

surgical social media strikes are arguably just as effective, and

massively cheaper, than preparing and running a costly creative

campaign.
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Poverty, disease, sustainability, lack of access to clean

drinking water, and a host of other issues provide companies with myriad opportunities to develop innovative

products and make money whilst being seen to be doing

good. Companies and charitable foundations pour

money into worthy causes. Funding for “social entrepreneurs” abounds. Business is increasingly expected

to play the role of an active citizen and help solve social

issues.

However, these opportunities can be fraught with danger.

Society is ever more politicized and the tribalism of social

media increases the risk of social engagement being

questioned or even attacked. Popular US restaurant chain

Chili’s Bar & Grill experienced a huge online storm as a

result of promising to donate 10% of its “qualified” sales

for a day during National Autism Awareness Month to

the US National Autism Association. Why? Many of Chili’s

customers objected to the stance the Association took by

not supporting vaccinations.

Organizations with a social purpose of one sort or

another built into their DNA are also exposed to online

pressure. US fast food chicken sandwich maker Chickfil-A’s stated corporate purpose is “To glorify God by

being a faithful steward of all that is entrusted to us”

and its outlets are always closed on Sundays. But it

faced a massive backlash from gay rights groups and

sympathizers when it confirmed on its Facebook page

that it had contributed millions of dollars to Christian

organizations opposing same-sex marriage.
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Substantial damage to core interests

Campaigns such as Greenpeace’s KitKat Killer, the World Wildlife

Fund’s slow-burn shark fin campaign, and the appropriation of

social media marketing campaigns and profiles show creative, committed, and nakedly opportunistic use of the social web can cause

real damage to an organization’s business and reputation. Bank of

America lost thousands of customers and hundreds of millions of

dollars of revenue thanks to two online petitions. Shell lost a longterm business partner in Lego and millions of dollars of potential

revenue due to a creative and smartly targeted online video.

In some instances the stakes are extremely high, jeopardizing the

credibility and legitimacy of major institutions. The first real indication of the raw power of social media-fueled mass movements

came in the toppling of the Egyptian, Tunisian, and Libyan governments during the so-called Arab Spring in 2011 and 2012. Social

media was also central to the huge anti-corruption protests in India

convened by social activist Anna Hazare. Corruption was seen as a

major reason India voted to change government in May 2014.

The social web is also being used to threaten companies’ license to

operate. For Tom Liacas, much of the current discourse surrounding

“social license to operate” (a slippery concept defined by Wikipedia

as “a local community’s acceptance or approval of a company. Social

license exists outside formal regulatory processes. Social license can

nevertheless be acquired through timely and effective communication, meaningful dialogue and ethical and responsible behavior”)

has come about as a result of the rising influence of peer opinions

and activists’ ability to mobilize opposition quickly through social

media. “No longer can public powers automatically give the green

light to commercial projects in the face of widespread opposition,”

he warns.8 The debate over social license is centered on the energy

and natural resources industries in Australia, Canada, Indonesia,

and other resource-rich nations and has seen NGOs working closely
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with local communities threatened by mining and pipelines to raise

awareness and, where necessary, mobilize opinion. We have already

seen how social media was at the heart of attempts by Greenpeace

to stop Shell drilling for oil in the Arctic. Activists and local communities now use Weibo and Weixin (WeChat) by default to halt

the development of chemical plants in China.

However it is also easy to overestimate the power of online activism. Activist networks today may be large, professionally run

and increasingly well connected but they can easily suffer from

unclear and even conflicting objectives, as Hong Kong’s Umbrella

Revolution protestors discovered to their cost. And while some

campaigns meet or even exceed their objectives, most fail to cut

through the noise or convince the general public of their merits.

Further more, while slacktivists (or “armchair activists”, which most

of us are), may click Like on a cause on Facebook or back a petition

on Change.org, they are unlikely to do much more.
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